Think smart lighting is
just for big business?
Meet Interact Pro, the intuitive dashboard and app designed
for small and medium sized enterprises like yours.
Find out more about Interact Pro
www.interact-lighting.com/SME

Create the perfect
working environment
Now you can use the power of smart lighting to create
a workplace that’s more comfortable and productive.
Interact Pro is an intuitive app and
dashboard that works with Interact
Ready luminaires, lamps, switches
and sensors to bring the power of
IoT connected lighting to small and
medium businesses. It’s a smart and
energy-conscious choice for any
business that’s thinking about the
future – and there are many ways
it can help your business be more
successful.

Be the place everyone wants
to work
With Interact Pro you can give
workers control of their workspace
lighting settings via a smart phone
app. They can adjust lighting to suit

their eyesight and the task they
are doing so that they can
stay focused and comfortable
throughout the day.

Make your lighting
work for you
Once Interact Pro is installed your
installer can set up a convenient
dashboard. Through this you or
your installer can access a wealth
of information to help you further
optimize your operations and
find more savings. This includes
energy usage, light schedules and
automation settings.

Save energy
Interact Pro is software that makes
the cost-saving benefits of lighting
control and automation accessible
to any business. Sensors detect
activity and daylight levels, so lights
can be dimmed or turned off when
they’re not needed. In this way, you
can reduce your energy footprint,
meet sustainability workplace
targets and save money. Setting
up and adjusting your automatic
schedules is simple via our app.
You can do it yourself – or just leave
it to your installer.

What could your business achieve
with a smart lighting system?
Pelling Marketing by Design upgraded to an
Interact Pro smart lighting system. Switching
to LED lighting reduced energy consumption by
62% with another 47% saved by adding controls,
shrinking the company’s energy bill by 79%.

“Our team are happy they can adjust the
light levels to suit their needs and it is
great to be able to show customers how
we have been working to reduce our
energy usage too.”
– James Gubbins, Pelling Marketing by Design, Owner
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How can your
business benefit?
Whatever your business, smart lighting can
improve efficiency and save energy.
Office areas

Attract the best with the perfect workplace
Create a comfortable office with Interact Pro lighting that’s
designed to enhance worker wellbeing.
• Workers can use a smartphone app to adjust workstation
lighting to keep them comfortable and productive.
• Save energy while providing superb quality of light wherever
it’s needed by creating lighting environments that dim
automatically and are tailored to different work zones.
• Take control of lighting with a dashboard showing your lighting
usage, so you can improve efficiency and reduce energy costs.

Industrial and storage areas

Energize your warehouse or factory and boost efficiency
Boost productivity by creating light settings to suit any task,
time of day or changing shift patterns.
• Workers can use a smartphone app to adjust lighting at
workbenches to suit their eyesight and task, and comfort level.
• Control your warehouse or factory lighting remotely by
zone, schedule or activity.
• Monitor and optimize energy efficiency via a central dashboard
and app, making it easier to reduce your energy footprint further
and meet sustainability goals.

Indoor parking

Create responsive and well-lit parking areas
Provide an appealing parking environment so people feel at ease.
• Automated lighting profiles and dimming zones let you light
spaces only when needed, saving energy and operating costs.
• Ensure minimum light levels, so people feel at ease walking
around the parking garage at any time.
• From Interact Pro’s dashboard you can monitor every connected
light point, allowing you to replace fixtures before they fail.
Fine-tune lighting settings to improve your lighting’s
efficiency and reduce energy consumption.

“We were stunned by how much energy we saved –
this project will pay for itself within two years.”
– James Gubbins, Pelling Marketing by Design, Owner
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Philips lamps and Signify
luminaires for optimum
quality of light
Interact Pro works with LED luminaires, lamps,
switches and sensors by Signify. All the Interact
Ready components are interoperable, upgradable
and designed to provide customers with the best
quality light, comfort and convenience.
Quality is designed into every lighting component,
and all products, components and systems are
subjected to a rigorous global testing and assurance
program. From initial designs, right through to
advance life testing. This brings you the peace of
mind that comes from using products from a global
leader in lighting.

Get smart lighting quickly with fast installation,
no cables and instant set-up via our app.
Installer

You
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Install

Configure

Download

Adjust

Manage

Your installer can
set you up quickly
with up to 200 light
points. Start with
one area and expand
to include more
areas later.

Using the Interact
Pro app, your
installer can activate
your lighting system
in minutes and
set your energysaving automation
schedules.

With everything
connected, your
staff can download
and use the
Interact Pro
smartphone app.

Your staff can
use this app
to adjust their
workspace lighting
to their personal
preferences.

You can monitor
and manage your
lighting remotely
from the Interact Pro
dashboard and app.
Or you can leave this
up to your installer.

Explore Interact Pro
www.interact-lighting.com/SME
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